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Copeland Furniture Set to Present New Designs at Fall High Point Market 2021
Bradford, VT. (Sept 7, 2021) – Since 1970, Copeland Furniture set out to create a family-owned
and operated enterprise that produces furniture for discerning consumers who have an
appreciation for good design and quality. With sustainability as a guiding force, Copeland has
since then created signature collections for the generations, each furniture piece designed for
the next to enjoy its enduring beauty. This Fall, Copeland Furniture is presenting signature collections
during High Point Market from October 16-20, 2021. The designs include pieces from the Berkeley, Linn
Bedroom, Catalina Dining, and ISO Dining collection ranging from beds, nightstands, and dining pieces.
The new designs can be seen in the Copeland Furniture showroom located at Showplace-5100, Floor 5.
A fusion of Arts & Crafts and Asian design, the Berkeley Bedroom is crafted in solid American black
walnut hardwood. The collection features a variety of cases and a low footboard bed designed for use
with a mattress only. The Berkeley Bedroom is crafted American black walnut hardwood with a natural
finish and made to order with a variety of pull options.
Berkeley Bed

This season the Linn Bedroom collection will be offered in finger joined cherry (two finishes). The
popular collection is also crafted in white oak or solid American black walnut lumber that has been
reclaimed from our operations. Moderately scaled and soft contemporary in design, the Linn Bedroom is
both sophisticated and practical.
Linn Bed

Combining the clean, unadorned lines of the International Modernists with organic and geometric forms,
the Catalina Collection is suggestive of the works of America's Mid-Century Modern designers. The
Catalina Dining Room is crafted in solid American black walnut with a natural finish. Catalina is also
crafted in solid cherry hardwood and made to order in several finishes. Catalina Bar Cabinets feature: Locking doors (optional) with bottle storage - Stemware storage with mirrored backing - Wine bottle
storage - LED interior lighting - Pullout acrylic work surface - Soft close storage tray
Catalina Bar Cabinet

The Iso Dining Room borrows its name from the Greek word for "equal," denoting the balanced
orderliness of the design. Tables and Buffets are available in several sizes and configurations to meet
almost any dining space needs. Iso Extension tables incorporate self-equalizing, ball bearing extension
glides and a single self-storing butterfly leaf for single-handed operation.
Iso Extension Table

###

About Copeland:
Copeland Furniture started in the 1970s as a family-owned and operated enterprise. Its mission was to
create beautiful wood products from natural hardwoods while simultaneously protecting the beauty of the
nature surrounding them. During their many periods of growth, they have evolved from a one-man
operation in an old garage in East Corinth, Vermont, to a state-of-the-art manufacturing facility located on
the banks of the Connecticut River in Bradford, Vermont. More than four decades later, Copeland
Furniture has stayed true to its creed and places high value on quality furniture that lasts multiple
generations. It believes that understated, well-designed structures inform our creative sensibilities each
day, and continuous improvement is what allows their company to thrive and excel. For more
information, please visit the official website www.copelandfurniture.com

